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Abstract
A web form requires filling it with correct information in order to access pages behind it. As a result web forms tend to hinder automatic
navigation through web sites. In order to fill a web form, we are going to extract relevant information contained in the HTML. Difficulty
arises when taking into account the fact that that visual web pages are
designed to be read by humans and not by robots. A human user can
easily extract the information contained in a web form that is necessary to fill it. Extraction of visual information for automatic filling of
web forms is an ongoing topic of research, which has already provided
interesting results. However the task of indexing web sites continues
to require some human intervention. The following thesis exposes a
novel method of extracting visual as well as hidden information and
automatically label each field composing a web form. The classification step boils down to finding keywords and then associating them
with a label by using the mechanism validation and submission of
web forms. These labeled data are then used to train machine learning
models that aim at classifying text from given fields of a web form. A
comparison between two different methods of classification illustrates
the poor results obtained by the machine learning models when compared to the new methods based on keywords.
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Sammanfattning
För att kunna komma åt webbsidor bakom ett webbformulär krävs att
formuläret fylls med korrekt information. Därför tenderar webbformulär att hindra program som automatiskt navigerar genom webbplatser. För att kunna automatiskt fylla i ett webbformulär måste man
kunna extrahera relevant information från dessa. Detta är svårt eftersom de synliga webbsidorna är konstruerade för att läsas av människor och inte av robotar. En mänsklig användare kan lätt extrahera
den information från ett webbformulär som krävs för att kunna fylla i
det. Automatisk extraktion av information för att fylla i webbformulär
är ett aktivt forskningsämne, som redan har gett intressanta resultat.
Detta examensarbete presenterar en ny metod för att extrahera visuell
såväl som dold information från webbformulär, och automatiskt kategorisera varje fält i ett givet webbformulär. Kategoriseringen åstadkoms genom att undersöka nyckelord och sedan associera dem med
en etikett genom att använda mekanismen "validering och inlämning
av webbformulär". Dessa annoterade data används sedan för att träna
maskininlärningsmodeller som syftar till att klassificera text i givna
fält i ett webbformulär. En jämförelse visar att maskininlärningsmodellerna fungerar sämre jämfört med de nya metoderna baserade på
nyckelord.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The digitalization of society has lead to an explosion of the number of
web pages [1]. Millions of users use web pages simultaneously and a
simple bug could have a dramatic impact. In order to foresee a potential bug, companies resort to hiring Quality Assurance teams (QA).
These teams will either perform manual checks or develop scripted
tests that guarantee that the website is working as expected. Particularly, they will verify specific behaviors, such as a user buying a product, a sign-up or any other expected scenarios. The company Madumbo has developed a computer program that mimics user interaction. It aims at reproducing the user behavior in order to test a web
site. The robot will report any bugs encountered during website visits.
The main idea is that the site’s state is made accessible by the succession of a set of interactions. An interaction can be a click, a movement
of the mouse, a key pressed, a drag and drop. These mechanisms can
fail due to bugs, or due to cases that have been overlooked in the implementation. Some web site states are only available after a form has
been filled. Access to these states is crucial in order to test the entire
web site. Therefore it is crucial for any program that tests web sites
to include a functionality to fill web forms. A form consists of fields,
some visible information like the headlines of each field, and some
invisible information like some attributes of the form. In order to fill
the form, it is needed to (a) classify each input as belonging to a certain
type, like "e-mail" address, (b) generate a string that is suitable for each
type, (c) fill all fields of the form according to their type, and (d) submit
the form. Madumbo is a company that works on the automatization of
web testing. They have already developed a method to fill web forms.
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On each input of a form, they look for specific keywords in the HTML
that are relevant. This process is similar to methods used by browser
extensions that fill web forms. These methods are straightforward and
do not use modern techniques. What is new is that we will develop a
method that automatically labels inputs and train machine learning algorithms. Studies have been done on the classification of inputs of web
forms using Machine Learning [2, 3]. We demarked ourself by developing a method that labels inputs automatically which is a limit of the
previous papers and we exploited all the information contained in the
input. Our approach is also different in the fact that we classify each
input independently, without any extra data nor human intervention.

1.1

Research Questions

The problem of classifying inputs using Machine Learning and Deep
Learning points several questions. During this project, we focused on
the following questions:
1. How can an autonomous robot fill and pass a web form?
2. How can we use Natural Language Processing algorithms to fill
web forms?
3. What are the pros or cons of using NLP algorithms to classify
short texts?

1.2

Approach

Considering that a website and the different views that it will display
are a succession of states. It is sufficient to accurately classify forms
inputs in order to answer a form and submit it correctly. Several authors [4, 5] have already studied the possibilities of classifying short
texts. Their work focuses on texts extracts from books or structured
datasets, this is a slightly different situation from the one faced.
Nowadays, websites are created with the help of frameworks that
generate hidden attributes corresponding to each element on a page.
These attributes will appear as numbers and what can be considered
as random values that help identify the element, these elements are not
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relevant for us. Moreover these hidden attributes are prone to spelling
mistakes.
Our approach will follow two steps. First, we will create a dataset
of labeled web forms and then use Machine Learning techniques to
learn how to classify inputs. In order to create that specific dataset, we
have developed a crawler that can navigate through websites. On each
form encountered, we look for keywords that let us classify the inputs
and we submit the completed form. We have designed a method that
can detect with high accuracy whether or not a form is being correctly
submitted. If a form is successfully submitted, we assign the prediction to the input. The second step consists in the training of Machine
Learning algorithms and comparisons of their obtained results benchmarked against the current keywords method.

1.3

Limitations of the project

This section shows the scope of the project and the practical goals set
for our models. The project is limited to English forms. We will classify fields as belonging to one of 13 types: “city”, “company”, “day”,
“email”, “first name”, last name, “month”, “number”, “password”,
“telephone”, “user name” and “zip code”. The number of types is
limited to the more frequent type of inputs used for text box [6]. This
is a relatively serious restriction, this choice has been made in order
to establish a proof of concept before eventually increase the number
of types. A wide variety of web forms can be handled with these 13
classes. We could add the class “street” to the list. However we estimated that this would add unnecessary complexity to our proof of
concept because a street name can be split on “street name”, “street
type” and “street number”.

1.4

Sustainability and ethics

The present work focuses on the development of a method that labels
inputs automatically. This isn’t directly related to sustainable development but an accurate solution can improve the algorithm developed
by Madumbo’s company. The enhancement of this algorithm directly
impacts user experiences by detecting bugs before users interact with
the website.

4
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This thesis isn’t focused on ethic issues but we respect the privacy
of the websites crawled by following the robot.txt standards [7]. These
standards focus on rules that robots (a crawler in our case) have to
respect when visiting, scraping or interacting with a website.

1.5

Societal aspects

This thesis is directly linked to the algorithm developed by Madumbo’s
company which focuses on detecting bugs and facilitated QA teams
work. The improvement immediately impacts the QA work by saving time. Indeed, a QA team works on design and the maintenance
of tests. The algorithm directly tests a part of the website without any
effort from the QA team.

Chapter 2
Background and theory
2.1

Structure of a web page

A successful web page is loaded quickly by a web browser and offers
a great user experience. While a human can easily navigate through
a web page, the code behind it can be tricky to understand. This explains why companies have a team of engineers to develop and maintain websites. This subsection focuses on the mechanisms behind web
pages and highlights the tradeoff between standardization and flexibility of web technologies.

2.1.1

HTML & CSS

The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is used to create web pages
[8]. An element of a page is defined with markup elements. For example, the markup <p> is used to create a paragraph. This HTML
structure is often described as the skeleton of the web page. Elements
of a page can be nested (a block can contain several other blocks, each
containing several rows, containing text images. . . ). We talk about parent and child. An element has properties like background color, size,
position, or other properties applying to the text it could contain. This
nested structure involves a legacy of proprieties: all the elements contained by another element inherit the properties added to this other
element and mix them with the properties defined at their level.
The Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a language that describes the
aspect of elements of a page. The CSS allows developers to set the

5
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properties of several elements at the same time conditionally to selectors. CSS selectors can be included in the HTML to change the properties of the HTML elements. CSS is often described as the “skin” covering the HTML skeleton. JavaScript functions, the language presented
in the next session, are the muscles allowing the skeleton and the skin
to be animated.

2.1.2

JavaScript

The JavaScript (JS) is a language used in web page interaction. It is
understood and executed by every browser (Google Chrome, Firefox,
Internet Explorer, Edge, Safari, Opera. . . ). The JS is an untyped language. It is impossible to declare a variable with a type. It is interpreted during the execution. Moreover, JS enables triggering functions
when a user interacts with an element of the page. For example, when
a user clicks on a button. The JS allows developers to build a complex
system via the mechanism of attaching, firing and triggering events.
All these mechanisms make JS a language very flexible and easy to
use. It is also possible to use JS outside a browser. This is the case of
this project.

2.1.3

Webform

The web form is a base element of the HTML. The markup “<form>”
declares it. A web form can be used in many cases: search bar, sign-up
page, sign-in, a form of contact, a pool. . . A form is composed of input
which can have different types [6]: text box (infinite domain fields: any
text can be input in the section) and selection box (finite domain fields:
e.g. choose between “foo” and “bar”). The submission mechanism of
a web form is usually done this way:
• an URL to define where the data are sent.
• a function which checks if the values are correct, additionally to
the check done by the input attributes itself.
• if the verification is validated, the data are sent to the server for
further processing.
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Requests & Communication

The exchange between a client and a server is possible by a protocol
of connection. In most of the cases, HTTP / HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) is used. POST and GET are two methods of the
protocol to send data with the protocol HTTP. The server issues a status codes in response to the client’s request. We distinguish 5 types of
status codes in the standard[9]:
• 1xx (Informational): The request was received, continuing process.
• 2xx (Successful): The request was successfully received, understood, and accepted.
• 3xx (Redirection): Further action needs to be taken in order to
complete the request.
• 4xx (Client Error): The request contains bad syntax or cannot be
fulfilled.
• 5xx (Server Error): The server failed to fulfill an apparently valid
request.
We limit our strategy to websites which respect these rules. A more
in-depth discussion about the strategy adopted is in section 3.

2.2

Keyword search methods

There are numerous browser extensions and open source projects which
offer solutions to fill web forms, and some of them are able to do this
autonomously. Such extensions use simple methods to identify input
fields. This part is devoted to compare the in-house company method
and extension methods available. Then, to explain the enhancement
made in this project compared to Madumbo’s methods.

2.2.1

Extension

Chrome and Firefox browsers have a form filler extension that autonomously fills web form with data. We studied at source codes and
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GitHub repositories [10, 11, 12]. We saw that theses extensions analyze inputs attributes and look for specific keywords. This method is
under-exploited because the list of keywords is too short and not sufficient number of attributes are used. The following example shows
that "First Name" field is not recognized by a web extension whereas
it is a simple case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Web form from https://login.yahoo.com/account/create
filled with "Form Filler" extension

(a)

Figure 2.2: Field code from https://login.yahoo.com/account/create
Errors in figure 2.1 happened for several reasons. There are abbreviations like "fname" for "first name" and text that can mislead the
classification like "username" that is ambiguous in the code (figure 2.2).
Moreover, the extension only have one keyword which is "firstname"
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so "first name" isn’t recognized. Same errors happened for most of the
fields.

2.2.2

Madumbo’s Method

Madumbo’s method checks attributes of the input with different keywords and abbreviations. The method can link an input field to a visual text using the the attribute "for" of the HTML base element "label".
They also use the web convention: an input has an optional attribute
“type” that should describe the input (text, date, email, file, image,
month, password, etc.). In most cases, the attribute “type” is not useful (i.e. text) or is missing. So it is necessary to look for other attributes.
This method immediately assigns a label when a keyword matches the
attribute “type”. It works on simple cases when the text contains only
one keyword type. However, it falls short to assign a label to a text like
“Name of the company” or “Name of the company’s CEO”. Both texts
match “company” and “name” with different meaning. Another limitation concerns keywords that are sometimes case-, space-, hyphenor underscore-sensitive. The various versions of words and spellings
can mislead the keyword search too (plural, UK vs. US English). An
exhaustive list of keywords does not resolve the problem because of
the computing time would have taken too long.

2.3

Scraping and Crawler

Scraping reunites methods that extract texts or more generally data
from websites. There are multiple methods to scrape websites and
select specific attributes or elements.
The robustness is the quality of the extracted data. The scalability
is the extraction speed.
A Crawler is a software robot that travels across the web by following links. It is used to index web pages or explore the web. The
most famous is Google’s crawler [6] which is used to index pages for
Google’s search engine. Crawlers should generally follow the rule of
each website defined in a file robot.txt. This file is located at the root of
every website to indicate the robot the parts of the website which can
be crawled.

10
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Deep / Machine Learning

Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) progressively outperformed [13] classical methods in many areas like classification or
prediction. In our case, we want to classify an input field of a web
form. The final goal is to fill the form in order to explore all the pages
of a web product. This problem is linked to Natural Language Processing which gathers all the methods that process language.

2.4.1

Natural Language Processing

NLP is a subfield of computer science, information engineering and artificial intelligence related to the interactions between computers and
human (natural) languages. It is focused on how a computer can process and analyse human language and text. Modern techniques of
NLP are based on ML and DP [14, 15].

2.4.2

Word embedding and Vectorization

ML and DL models are based on mathematics and optimization in vector spaces. Representing words as vectors is a crucial task in NLP.
many methods were developed to solve this problem. New methods
use ML and DL due to the amount of data available. Word embedding
is a set of methods which focuses on mapping a word to a vector. One
of the popular methods is Word2Vec [14] which transforms a word into
a vector and preserves the semantic and syntactic relationship. Words
like “dog” and “cat” should have vectors which are close to each other.
The vector representation also keeps property of proximity of concept,
vector of “king” minus vector of “man” plus vector of “woman” is
close to vector of “queen”. One of the main limitations of such representation is that a word can have different meaning depending on the
context of the sentence. Word2Vec only assign a single representation
for a word.

2.4.3

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is an information retrieval technique that measures the importance of a term in a
document compared to all documents of a corpus [16]. It can be used
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to transform a word or a text into vector. The formula is split into
two part, Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency. Term
Frequency represents the frequency of the term w in the specific document i.
T F (w) =

Total number of term w in i
Total number of words in i

(2.1)

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) represents the information provided by the word w.

IDF (w) = log(

2.4.4

Total number of document
)
Number of documents that contain w

(2.2)

Hyperparameter Optimization

A different parameterization of an ML algorithm can have a significant
impact on the result[17]. ML algorithms are sensitive to the change
of hyperparameters and finding the right combination can be quite
hard. Finding the best combination can be time-consuming due to the
number of possible combinations.
The most famous one is the Grid Search method which is simply
an exhaustive search through a subset of hyperparameters. A subset
of hyperparameters is manually specified and the cartesian product
produces all the possible combinations. A model is trained and evaluated for each of them. The Grid Search is easily parallelizable.

2.4.5

Overfitting and Underfitting

Overfitting occurs to a model that fits too tightly to the data [18]. It
often happens when the amount of data is low compared to the complexity of the model. The data can contain outliers and random noise.
Complex models will take into account inaccurate data. Low bias with
high variance is a sign of overfitting. The model learns too closely the
training set, but it does not catch the relevant patterns. The model
complexity helps to abstract concepts, but it can lead to overfitting
when the amount of data or the complexity of the data is too low.

12
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Underfitting occurs when a model is not able to capture patterns
in the data. The sign of underfitting is represented by a low variance
but a high bias. The model is too simple to catch relevant relations between features and target outputs.
Both concepts lead to a poor result on the test set. The test set helps
to detect overfitting and underfitting.

2.5

Pre-processing methods

This section enumerates and explains the pre-processing methods used
in the project. Most of the data science work consists of cleaning and
organizing the data[19]. This step is crucial for ML or DL project.

2.5.1

Scaling and Normalization methods

Scaling and Normalization are important pre-processing steps for numeric values [20]. They are of a great help when two numerical features have very different scales. For instance, the price of a house and
its area. Indeed, this can badly affect ML models which are based on
distance or a similarity. Most of the times, for such models, features
with high magnitudes will have a more significant impact, which can
lead to poor results.
Standardization method uses the mean and the standard deviation
of the data to compute a new distribution of the values with a means
of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
Mean normalization method uses the mean, the maximal value,
and the minimal value to compute a new distribution of the value between -1 and 1.
Min-Max Scaling method uses the maximal value and the minimal
value to compute a new distribution of the value between 0 and 1.
Unit vector methods use the norm to compute a new vector with
values between 0 and 1.
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Features reduction

The amount of exploitable data growing up exponentially but process
high dimensional data is costly. Dimensionality reduction solves the
problem of Curse of dimensionality [21].
The high dimension of the data can also lead to overfitting in the
case of a few number of samples. In that case, Machine Learning methods will find a pattern that seems to help to classify, but which is too
specific to the training dataset. Moreover, visualizing and interpreting a high-dimensional dataset can be an issue. There is two different
types of features reduction: feature selection and feature projection.
Features selection reduces the dimension by selecting a subset of features, while features projection changes the spatial representation of
data. In that case, a projection in a lower dimension space is computed based on linear or non-linear transformations and new features
in this new space are then used.

Singular-value Decomposition (SVD) is a feature projection method
[22]. The SVD computes the factorization of the matrix of the data
M = U ⌃V . U and V contain vectors that form orthonormal bases.
⌃ represents a diagonal matrix, each coefficient represents the dilatation of the space for a direction. A coefficient with high magnitude is
relevant. SVD removes coefficients with a low magnitude.

2.5.3

Data Cleaning

Data Cleaning is an essential part of the pre-processing step [23]. Many
samples in a dataset can be incomplete or incoherent. A various number of techniques exist to handle this problem, a statistical method,
for example, can help to predict missing data points. In NLP, data
cleaning could be methods like spelling correction and removing stop
words.
Lowercase is the process of convert all the letter into lower case. This
method is useful to handle case sensitive algorithm like count word
frequency.
Removing Punctuation is necessary because punctuation does not add
extra information that can help to classify text. Removing Punctuation

14
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reduces the size of the text for each instance.
Removing Stop Word. A Stop Word is a common word used in a
text like “the” or “of”. It is not relevant for classifying text, and it adds
noise for frequency based algorithms. Removing them reduces the size
of a text.
Common Words are not necessary to classify text in this project. Words
like “input”, “element” and “field” are irrelevant because they do not
provide any information on the type of text. All our data are inputs,
so the word “input” does not give more information.
Spelling Correction helps to avoid error due to developers misspelling.
Stemming is the process of removing suffixes like “ing” or “s”. Thismethod is useful to handle case sensitive algorithm like count wordfrequency.
Lemmatization is the process of transforming a word into its root word.
The process of determining the lemma helps the process of learning by
reducing the number of words present in the text. For example, ‘studies’ becomes ‘study’.
Accented letters are present, and an ASCII representation does not
handle accent. Removing accent is essential. Word likes “cliché” will
become “cliche”.
Removing spaces and HTML special characters. Spaces and HTML
special characters like ", ’, , < or > don’t give more information.

2.6

Classification methods

This section explains all the algorithms and concepts used during this
project. Machine Learning algorithm can be used for regression and
classification. The approach can be supervised, unsupervised or semisupervised. The following explanations are the classification and su-
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pervised version of the algorithm.

2.6.1

One-vs-One and One-vs-Rest

One-vs-one (OvO) [24] is a strategy to reduce multiclass problems to
multiple binary classifiers problems. The approach of OvO is to use
K(K-1)/ 2 binary classifiers when K is the number of classes. A binary
classifier between the classes is trained. In the end, we have K(K-1)/ 2
predictions (the class A against B and C and B against C). The class that
gets the most prediction (vote) is considered predicted for the multiclass problem.
One-vs-Rest (OvR) [25] is a strategy to reduce multiclass problem to
multiple binary classifiers problems. The approach of OvR is to use K
binary classifiers when K is the number of classes. A classifier represents one class. Classifiers are trained with one class labeled as “positive” and the rest of the classes labeled as “negative”. OvR requires
that the binary classifiers output a value which represents the certainty
of the prediction. Instead of voting, OvR predicts the label by selecting
the classifier which is the most confidence on the prediction.

2.6.2

Bootstrap aggregating

Bootstrap aggregating or Bagging is a machine learning technique
[26] that improves the stability and the accuracy of machine learning
algorithms. The process is designed to reduce the variance and avoid
overfitting. The concept of bagging is to train an ML algorithm on
many different subset of the train set and apply a voting system to
predict the class.

2.6.3

KNN

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [27] is an algorithm that can classify samples based on the neighbor’s samples. K is the numbers of neighbors
to take into account. The algorithm classifies a sample by choosing
the class which is the most represented around the sample. The vote
takes into account the K’s closest neighbors from the sample. Samples
are represented by vectors, and the distance is calculated with a norm.
For continuous variables, Euclidean distance is the commonly used
norm. The vote takes into account the K’s closest neighbors so classes
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with the most occurrences tend to bias it. One way to overcome this
problem is to attach weight to each vote of the K’s closest neighbors.
The closer the sample is to the data the higher is the weight.

2.6.4

Decision Tree and Random Forest

Decision Tree (DT) [28] is an algorithm that classifies samples based
on successions of split conditionally to the sample values. At each
node of the tree, a condition on the sample values determines the next
node. At the end of the tree, leaf represents the class predicted. One
class can be associated to several leaves. In order to learn which feature and condition constitute each nodes, the algorithm tests different
features and maximizes a criterion. The most used criteria are the entropy and the Gini coeficient.
Random Forest (RF) is an algorithm based on bagging and decision
trees[29]. The principle of bagging is used on decision tree to reduce
variance and overfitting. RF is different from bagging, a subset of features is used on each subset of data. This process is called “feature
bagging”.

2.6.5

Logistic Regression

The Logistic Regression (LR) [30] is an ML algorithm to classify samples based on the following hypothesis:

log(

p(X|1)
) = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + ... + aJ xJ
p(X|0)

(2.3)

xi represents the i-th value of X and ai a coefficient that needs to be
estimated. The equation (2.3) can be rewritten:
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p(1|X)p(X)

p(X|1)
p(1)
log(
) = log( p(0|X)p(X) )
p(X|0)
p(0)

p(1|X)p(0)
)
p(0|X)p(1)
p(1|X)
p(1)
= log(
) log(
)
p(0|X)
p(0)
= a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + ... + aJ xJ
= log(

The equation (2.3) is equivalent to:

log(

p(1|X)
) = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + ... + bJ xJ
p(0|X)

(2.4)

The equation (2.4) shows a regression problem, a relation of dependency between a variable and a set of explicative variables.
The equation (2.4) can be transformed to:
eb0 +b1 x1 +b2 x2 +...+bJ xJ
p(1|X) =
1 + eb0 +b1 x1 +b2 x2 +...+bJ xJ

where

(2.5)

n b = a + log( p(1) )
0
0
p(0)
b j = aj , j 1

The bj coefficients are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation on the observation data. Explanation of the maximum likelihood
is out of the scope of this project.

2.6.6

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised algorithm [31]. SVM
classifies data by constructing a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes. It
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is commonly used to classify datasets with only 2 classes. The following explanations concerne a linearly separable dataset with only two
labels. SVM uses the one-vs-one scheme to classify datasets with more
than two labels. The concept is to build a hyperplane w, if a point xi
is “below” the hyperplane the point is classified as the class A. Otherwise, the point is classified as the class B. The hypothesis is that the
two classes can be transformed to -1 and 1 to be exploitable. In order
to build a hyperplane, the following function is minimized according
to w with a dataset of pairs (xi , yi ) that represents points and labels.
n

1X
max(0, 1
n i=0

(2.6)

b)) + kwk

yi (xi w

xi is correctly classified if the multiplication of yi with wxi + b is
positive. Otherwise, the product will be negative and the error will
increase. The isolated term is called Regularizer. It helps to impose
a penalty on the complexity of the model and prevent overfitting. In
order to minimize the function, we use the subgradient method. This
methods is like the gradient descent but handle non-differentiable objective function.
SVM is also capable of performing a non-linear classification. The minimization problem (2.4) can be reworded as a constrained optimization
problem:

maximize f (c1 ...cn ) =

n
X
i=0

subject to

n
X
i=0

ci yi = 0

n

ci

n

1 XX
yi ci (xi xj )yj cj
2 i=0 j=0

1
and 0  ci 
,
2n

w=

(2.7)
n
X

ci yi x i

i=0

Quadratic programming algorithms solve the constrained optimization problem. In order to handle non-linear classification, we can use
the kernel trick k. The concept of the kernel is to transform the data
into another space so that the problem is linear. The transformation
can be in a higher dimension. The trick is that we do not need to know
the function ' that transforms the data to such space, it would have
been costly to transform all the point. Instead of knowing the function
that transform the data, we know the result of the scalar product of
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two transformed points. The following equation shows the idea behind the kernel trick.
maximize f (c1 ...cn ) =
=

n
X
i=0
n
X

ci
ci

i=0

subject to

n
X
i=0

2.6.7

ci yi = 0

n

n

n

n

1 XX
yi ci ('(xi )'(xj ))yj cj
2 i=0 j=0
1 XX
yi ci (k(xi , xj ))yj cj
2 i=0 j=0
1
and 0  ci 
,
2n

w=

n
X

(2.8)

ci yi '(xi )

i=0

Multi-layer Perceptron

The Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) is an ML algorithm [backpropagationAndMLP]
based on artificial neural network (ANN). MLP has at least three layers: An input layer, a hidden layer, an output layer. Each layer is composed of nodes, connected to the next layer.

(a)

Figure 2.3: Multi-layer Perceptron
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The node j receives weighted information xi wij from the previous
layer nodes i and applies a nonlinear function ' which is called activation function.

(a)

Figure 2.4:
Node
www.kdnuggets.com

of

a

Multi-layer

Perceptron

from

The transfer function in the schema is usually a sum and the threshold function is used after the activation function to avoid the explosion
of the value. Below are examples of activation function:
f (x) =

1
1+e

x

f (x) = tan 1 (x)

(2.9)
(2.10)

The weights, wij can be initialized with Gaussian or uniform distribution. The weights are updated with the backpropagation methods.

2.7
2.7.1

Evaluation methods
F1

The F1-score[32] can be used to evaluate a supervised model. The following schema introduces the notion of confusion matrix which is essential to understand F1-score:
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(a)

Figure 2.5: Confusion matrix
The F1-score is based on precision and recall. The next equations
show the formula for precision and recall:
P recision =

TP
TP + FP

(2.11)

TP
(2.12)
TP + FN
The F1-score is the harmonic average of the precision and recall. In
order to compute it, we need to calculate the precision and recall. The
following equation represents the F1-score:
Recall =

F1 = 2

2.7.2

P recision · recall
P recision + recall

(2.13)

Cross-Validation

Cross-validation (CV) is a model validation technique [33]. It uses to
measure how accurately a predictive model will perform in practice.
The approach is based on partitioning the samples into a validation
set and a training set. The principle is to iterate many time this process
to reduce variability and overfitting. The result is an average measure
of the score for each iteration. There are many ways to split the samples. In this project we choose the k-fold cross-validation. K-fold crossvalidation technique sample the dataset and then split the dataset into
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the number of iteration. At each iteration, a different part is picked
for the validation set and the rest for the training set. The following
example summarizes the CV used in the project:

(a)

Figure 2.6: Cross-Validation scheme

Chapter 3
Method
The purpose of this project is to develop a method that fills web form
using NLP methods. The actual method looks for keywords in the
HTML. Our approach is to train ML algorithms in order to classify
inputs of a form. Supervised methods are trained on a labeled dataset.
The code is written in TypeScript, a language close to JS but with typed
variables which is converted in JS and Python. The first part focus
on the data extraction and the process that assigns labels to the data.
The second part describes the pre-processing applies to the data and
diverse techniques of vectorization. The third part summarizes the
machines learning algorithms and validation procedures used.

3.1

Gathering data from the web

This part focus on the extraction of the data from web forms. There
is no database of HTML web forms with labeled input. Additionally,
we want to use nonvisual attributes of inputs. Therefore, we need to
create our own. In order to create a database, we have implemented a
crawler which scrapes data from websites.

3.1.1

Initialization of the crawler

We decided to implement a simple version of the crawler without a
distributed system [34]. Moreover, the crawler do not follow links that
we find in websites. We only look for web form on each of the websites from a list of more than 5 millions of websites. Our power of
computing is limited to one computer.
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KeyWord Scoring System

The company model directly assigns a label when a keyword matches.
We identify two problems: more than one type of keyword in the
attributes and the fact that keyword is too case sensitive. Our approach is to use regex instead of keyword and a scoring system. Regex
can handle better separator, numbers or extra letter, “user.?id” regex
match “userid”, “usersid”, “user-id”, “user id”, “user_id”, "user1id",
"user2id" etc. . . A scoring system manages better multiple types of
keywords, instead of directly selecting a label, we keep the number
of matches. The scoring system allows us to use the same regex for
two different classes, for example, “firstname”, “lastname” and “fullname” contain “name”. Furthermore, the distinction between visual
and background (aka. HTML) text is also taken into account, matching visual text is more relevant that background one. We give extra
points for visual text. After looking for all regexes, we sum the score
and assign the label of the class with the highest score. If none of them
match, we assign the “null” class. The following pseudo-code gives
details on the scoring method:
Algorithm 1 KeyWord Scoring System (KWSS)
Input: HTML input object, regex list, score visual, score non visual
Output: Label
1: score
initialization to 0
2: visualAttributes
getVisualAttributes(input)
3: NonVisualAttributes
getNonVisualAttributes(input)
4: for label 2 labels do
5:
for regex 2 regexList[labels] do
6:
numberVisualMatches match(regex, visualAttributes)
7:
numberNonVisualMatches
match(regex, NonVisualAttributes)
8:
score[label]
score[label] + numberVisualMatches . scoreVisual + NonVisualAttributes . scoreNonVisual
9: return arg maxlabel2labels score[label]
In order to calibrate parameters of KWSS, we selecte a set of websites and regexes (Appendix A). We manually assign the type of each
web form, fields and the result of the submission. This dataset helps
us to estimate the performances before launching the crawler. This test
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is useful to classify “first name”, “last name”, “full name” and “username”. All the classes contain the word “name”. The tests help us to
find the correct score to assign when a word match. We assign a score
of five when a word matches a visual text and one otherwise.

3.1.3

Classification and submission detection of web
forms

Our goal is to assign labels to inputs automatically. The keyword
search method fills inputs by classifying them and fill texts box with
predefined texts. Our approach is to fill web forms with the prediction
from the keyword search method. Then we submit the form and identify if the inputs were rightly filled. We assign a label to each input if
the form is accepted. Otherwise, we do not assign any label.
This method faces the problem of detection of submission. The
mechanism of submission is complex. There are 3 steps of verification.
• Inputs are checked independently.
• The submission triggers a verification of all inputs with a specific
function.
• The data are sent to the server for additional verification.
It is hard to know if the last verification is correct. We needed to
identify patterns to know if the form was correctly filled. We suppose
that a form is correctly filled if we access to the next page.
We manually analyze the behavior of more than 100 forms during
the submission process. We submitted correct and incorrect data to
these forms. Firstly, we analyze the cookies and the request made by
the website to identify useful patterns to detect the next page. The
figure 3.4 shows an analysis of requests during the submission process
:
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(a)

Figure 3.1: Analysis of requests during submissions
The analysis shows us that a positive (200–399) response to the
request for the last verification is necessary but not sufficient to be
sure that a form correctly filled. Moreover, the analysis highlights that
sometimes the page does not change and a local reload of the page is
done. Search forms do not reload the whole page for example. Thus,
the page change is not a relevant test. We manually submit and analyze the behavior of websites (Appendix A). Unfortunately, the analysis of the use of the cookies is not conclusive. The use of cookies is
variable and no pattern were found. The conclusion is that it is not
possible to detect a correct submission only with the examination of
the cookies and requests. Furthermore, we detect that the process of
submission is related to the type of form. The process of submission
of a sign-up form is different from a search form. Finally, we conclude
that the detection of the submission can’t be applied to every form. Indeed, there are too many specific cases, and some of the developers do
not follow standards.
Our idea is to focus on specific use cases of form with identifiable
behavior during the process of submission. Instead of looking at all
types of forms, we will only fill particular types of form. We have decided to divide forms into five categories: “sign-up”, “sign-in”, “contact”, “search’ and “others”. The last category contains all other types
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of form. The behavior of the rest of the categories was analyzed. The
conclusion of the investigation points to particular behaviors of forms.
This is the list of behaviors encountered during the submission:
• After a correct submission of a “Sign-in” form, the form is not
in the page anymore. A positive response status is received. An
incorrect submission leads to staying on the same page.
• “Sign-up” forms are not present after a correct submission. An
incorrect submission leads to staying on the same page. The page
is not always reloaded after correct submission.
• “contact” forms are not present after a correct submission. An
incorrect submission leads to staying on the same page and the
form is still present.
• “search” forms are present after a correct submission.
Other forms are not processed in this project. The following diagram describes the method implemented to detect the submission of a
sign-up form.
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(a)

Figure 3.2: Detection of the validation of a sign-up form
The design in figure 3.2 is quite precise, and many forms do not
behave like that. Many cases are considered as not correctly submitted even if it is wrong. It is a trade-off between simplicity, efficiency
and avoiding a false positive. This method is based on the fact that
a website verifies precisely the data. This assumption is not always
true. Mislabeled data can be introduced into our database. Additionally, the method is based on the assumption of type of the form. In
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order to solve this problem, we implement a variant of the keyword
search algorithm to detect the type of forms. We look for specific keywords on the HTML code of the form and apply a scoring system. The
following pseudo-code resumes the method that assigns label:
Algorithm 2 Automatic Labeling
Input: HTML form object
Output: labeled data or null
1: formTypeGuess
KeyWordsMethodForm(form)
2: inputTypeGuess
empty array
3: for input 2 form do
inputTypeGuess add KeyWordsMethodInput(input)
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

isFormPassed heuristicFormSubmission(form)
if isFormPassed then
return formTypeGuess,inputTypeGuess
else
return null

3.1.4

Design of the Crawler

As discussed in part 3.1.1, there are many ways to design a crawler.
Implementing a crawler with complex architecture from scratch can
take weeks. In the context of this project, a simple architecture is
enough to collect the amount of data needed. The crawler starts with
a “Crawl manager” which splits the list of websites. A worker is a
module that processes algorithms described in section 3.1.2 and save
the result in a database. In this architecture, the job of the manager
is to divide the work and check workers status. An unhandled case
can make the worker crash and stop. The “Crawl manager” can detect
that a worker has stopped and relaunched it. The figure 3.6 shows the
design implemented( developed in Python and TypeScript):
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(a)

Figure 3.3: Crawl design
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Data Representation

This subsection explains which data was selected for each form. The
process of crawling and scraping is costly. The common mistake is to
select a few data and realize later that a piece of information is missing.
The following list represents all information we selected:
• The HTML of the page before the submission of the form.
• The HTML of the page after the submission of the form.
• The HTML of the form submitted.
• A list of information of each input of the form.
• The guess of the type of the form (sign-up, sign-in, contact us,
search, others).
• A boolean that represents if the form was passed.
• The URL of the website.
• A number that identifies the form in the page.
• The HTML of the inputs.
• The label assigned by the scoring method.
• The text generated.

3.2

Pre-processing

This selection focuses on the pre-processing applied to the data scraped.
The pre-processing is an essential step before applying ML techniques,
as they can be sensitive if too much noise is present. Moreover, we
transform text from the HTML to vector so removing a maximum of
irrelevant information is crucial. The pre-processing helps to reduce
the noise and the computation time. Details on pre-processing techniques are available in part 2.5. The first part describes the attributes
selected and why they were selected. The second part lists the methods used to clean the data. The third part focuses on the method used
to transform the data into a vector. The last part explains the method
of dimensionality reduction used during this project.
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3.2.1

Data Selection

Generally, a corpus of documents is given to the pre-processing algorithm. In our case, a corpus of HTML inputs is given. The HTML is
not usable directly, too many attributes are irrelevant. Our approach is
to use only standardized attributes and use the concatenation of them.
We chose the hidden attributes:
• “id”
• “name”
• “className”
• “value”
• “type”
• “title”
We selected the visual attributes:
• “placeholder”: It represents the text inside a text box.
• “label”: The label is not a real attribute, it is an HTML object
linked to the input.
Most of the hidden attributes are noised, frameworks add IDs and
irrelevant words.

3.2.2

Data Cleaning

The data cleaning aims to remove irrelevant information and helps the
vectorization process. Indeed, vectorization techniques can be sensitive to the case or the end of the word. Therefore, the following steps
were applied using the python package NLTK [35]:
1. Convert all letters to lower cases because algorithms are sensitive
to the case.
2. Remove markup contained in attributes because it is irrelevant.
3. Convert all characters with an accent. Many techniques do not
handle accents well.
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4. Convert the text from Unicode to ASCII in order to remove specific characters.
5. Remove all separate values like commas.
6. Remove the irrelevant words. We identified as irrelevant “field”,
“input, ”element”, “edit” and “form”.
7. Remove all numbers. Some frameworks generate IDs to match
with CSS or to enumerate a field like “name1” or "email2".
8. Stemming and Lemmatization on the text, it is used to remove
plural, conjugation and transform the word into a stem. Lemmatization will transform “studies” to “study” whereas Stemming
algorithm transforms “studies” to “studi”.
9. Remove stop words. Stop words are irrelevant for the classification.
10. Remove isolated letters. After the process, isolated letters can be
present because the ID contains letters and numbers for example.

(a)

Figure 3.4: Number of element by label
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The figure 3.7 shows the number inputs for each labels after the
pre-processing. The number of data before the pre-processing is not
relevant because many data were empty after the pre-processing. Concerning the data, the classes are unbalanced what adds more difficulty
to the learning process.

Figure 3.5: Example of a web input and the code associated from
https://www.surveymonkey.com
The example in figure 3.5 shows an input from a web form and
the code associated. The visual information "Password" corresponds
to the attribute "placeholder". "type", "id, "name" are hidden attributes
which can be extracted. In this case, it is very simple to guess that the
input needs to be filled with a password.
Therefore, after the prepossessing the text "password password password password" is extracted to train ML algorithms. This string corresponds to "placeholder", "type", "id" and "name".

3.2.3

Vectorization

Vectorization is the process that transforms a text into a vector. This
step is necessary because ML algorithms manipulate vectors. The process needs to catch the meaning of a text and transform it into a vector.
At this point, the text is a list of words separated by spaces.
The first algorithm used is TF-IDF method. We apply the TF-IDF
to each token of a text. The text is represented as a sparse vector, it is
sparse because the TF-IDF use all tokens of the corpus. The dimension
is the number of token in the corpus. The value is 0 when a token is
not present in the text. We end up with 18943 dimensions. Decrease
dimensionality is needed in order to reduce the computation time of
the training part.
We use Word2Vec on our data. It gives a representation of a word.
A word is transformed independently from the others. The represen-
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tation of a text is the sum of the vectors. The problem of this method is
that the word needs to be present into a list of vocabulary. In our case,
we use hidden attributes that contain abbreviation. The pre-processing
is not perfect, and some tokens are random letters. Word2Vec can’t
transform the concatenation of two words like "wordvector" or "cityname".
The second algorithm is FastText [15]. Like Word2Vec, FastText
transforms words independently. The main difference is that FastText
is trained on k-grams so it can’t be out of vocabulary. We transform a
text by concatenating each token with an underscore. FastText is able
to transform words like “word_vect” or "city_name". Vectors generated by FastText have 300 dimensions.

3.2.4

Data reduction

The data reduction is the process that reduces dimensionality. This
process is useful to save computing time. In our case, the vectorization with the TF-IDF method gives a dimensionality of 18943. In order
to process the data, we need to reduce the dimension. The Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is the most used method to reduce dimension. Unfortunately, it does not work for sparse matrices because of
the normalization during the PCA. Instead of applying a PCA, we decided to use the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). It selects only
the eigenvectors of the matrix with the highest magnitude. We decided
to reduce the dimensionality to 500, it is an arbitrary value.

3.2.5

Classification of the data

We aim to classify each input individually into one of the 13 classes.
The actual method is based on research of keywords. Our goal is
to compare the performance of the two approaches. In order to use
ML, we need to transform texts into vectors and reduce the dimension
of these vectors. The high dimension of vectors impacts computing
time. We selected five supervised algorithms and tested them on the
dataset. The first part focuses on a comparison of the accuracy (percentage of input correctly classified) of classification between the two
approaches. The second part lists the result obtained on the keyword
search methods. Then, metrics obtains on the number of forms correctly passed.

Chapter 4
Results
This chapter will present the results obtained at the end of the project.
Firstly the results from ML models, then a section with results from
practical cases.

4.1

Machine Learning models

We have trained 5 models with different hyperparameters. The comparison between FastText and TF-IDF can be limited because our dataset
is split into two groups: text that contains more than one language and
text that contains only English. TD-IDF can be used on text that contains more than one language. We decided to limit our dataset on texts
that contains only English words. On each model, we applied a grid
search to find the best parameters. In order to avoid overfitting, we
apply 3-fold cross-validation on each parameter. Cross-validation estimates the effect of overfitting. The following tables show the average
accuracy obtains on the test set for each model:
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KNN
(5, uniform)
(5, distance) (10, uniform) (10, distance)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.921
0.927
0.915
0.923
fastText
0.925
0.931
0.923
0.930
(20, uniform) (20, distance) (30, uniform) (30, distance)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.904
0.917
0.892
0.913
fastText
0.916
0.927
0.908
0.923
(100, uniform) (100, distance)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.795
0.851
fastText
0.882
0.910
Table 4.1: KNN table result (accuracy) with different parameters (number of neighbours and norm).
RF
(gini, 100)
(gini, 300)
(gini, 500)
(gini, 800)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.936
0.937
0.937
0.936
fastText
0.92
0.923
0.923
0.923
(gini, 1000)
(entropy, 100) (entropy, 300) (entropy, 500)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.936
0.934
0.934
0.934
fastText
0.923
0.922
0.92
0.922
(entropy, 800) (entropy, 1000)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.935
0.934
fastText
0.923
0.922
Table 4.2: RF table result (accuracy) with different parameters (criterion and number of estimators) with max leaf size to 30 and
max_depth to 100.
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MLP
((100,100), 0.9, 0.001) ((100,100), 0.9, 0.1)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.838
0.931
fastText
0.947
0.947
MLP
((75, 75, 75), 0.99, 0.1) ((75, 75), 0.99, 0.01)
TF-IDF + SVD
0.938
0.947
fastText
0.937
0.935

((75, 75), 0.5, 0.1)
0.938
0.95
((75, 75), 0.99, 0.1)
0.938
0.937

Table 4.3: MLP top results (accuracy) with different parameters(layer,
momentum and learning rate) with a maximum of iteration to 200 and
a constant learning rate
SVM (C)
0.1
TF-IDF + SVD 0.0375
fastText
0.277
LR (C)
0.1
TF-IDF + SVD 0.902
fastText
0.943

1.0
0.108
0.906
1.0
0.918
0.948

10.0
0.340
0.923
10.0
0.935
0.947

Table 4.4: SVM tables result with different regularization parameter
(C)
Results are mitigated because we obtain a training accuracy too
high (> 95 %) whereas the practical examples show overfitting on the
data. An examination of the data highlights that error occurs because
some data are mislabeled or unexploitable. The data are too simple
and the redundancy of words used in web forms do not bring enough
information to classify them. Despite all this, the SVM method obtained the worst result with TF-IDF vectorization. This result may be
produced by the fact that the TF-IDF vectorization does not produce a
separable space. The SVM has an accuracy of 0.935 with FastText vectorization. Globally, most of the methods have an accuracy higher than
90 percent. FastText vectorization produced better results than TF-IDF
except for the RF. RF and MLP obtained the best accuracy on the test
set regardless of vectorization. Moreover, table 4.5 shows that the two
methods have a low computing time. Our choice is naturally towards
these two methods. FastText transformed texts into a 300-dimensional
space that keep words properties and is not dependent on the vocabulary size present on the data. This method obtained a lower result
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on the RF however using RF and FastText seem to be a good trade-off.
This choice took into account that the number of data and label will
grow. The only problem is that FastText is limited by the fact that it
can only process text that contains one language. Indeed, FastText is
trained on one language and it can transform word to vector only of
that language.
The following matrix shows results obtain on the test set (25% of
the set ) by FastText / RF with parameters criterion to ’gini’ and number of estimators to 100.

(a)

Figure 4.1: Confusion matrix on test set with FastText / RF
The matrix shows that the model mistaken most of the classes with
"lastname". Classes are unbalanced so the model overfits on the class
with more occurrences despite our effort. We can notice that "firstname" and "lastname" are the most often mistaken. This error is important because if we fill an input with the last name instead of the
first name on a sign-in form we can be rejected by the website. "day"
and "month" are also mistaken, it probably due to the fact that they
share words like "date" in common.
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4.2

Dimensionality reduction

This part focuses on dimensionality reduction and the importance of
this step.
The training step depends on the dimension of data and the algorithms. The following table shows the computing times (in minutes)
for all algorithms depending on the dimension:
methods (dimension) KNN RF
TF-IDF (18943)
1.52 4.92
TF-IDF + SVD (500)
0.08 0.13
FastText (300)
0.05 0.11

SVM
LR MLP
27.63 0.038 6.89
0.31 0.037 0.24
0.08 0.035 0.15

Table 4.5: Computing times (in minutes) during the training for all
algorithms depending on the dimension
The table 4.5 shows the importance of dimensionality reduction.
SVM takes more than 27 minutes to train for one parameter. The grid
search and the cross-validation took more than 4 hours. The same
problem happened for MLP, we tried 36 combinations of parameters,
and it tooks more than 12 hours. The MLP training took only 16 minutes with 300 dimensions.

4.3

Crawler

This part focuses on the result obtained by the crawler. The table 3.6
shows metrics on the website manipulated by the crawler:
websites visited websites with forms forms passed
285598
41116
19585
forms submitted
inputs labeled
inputs filled
62703
25737
82329
Table 4.6: Metrics on the crawler on web forms and inputs filled
The number of forms passed and input correctly filled represent
approximately a third of the submission and inputs filled. This result
is explained by the fact that we directly rejected the prediction when
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we do not detect the correct submission. The limited number of classes
have a direct impact on the number of forms that we are able to pass.
Indeed, forms have many different types of input, and our solution
only handles 13 types. Several web forms do not check in deep the
value of the data, so we can pass the form even if we fill the form with
incorrect data.

4.4

Machine Learning model and KWSS comparison

This section shows a comparison between the ML model and KWSS
on practical examples.
Input
RF (entropy, 100) + FastText
KWSS
visual: "company name"
last name
company
visual: "last name"
last name
last name
visual: "company"
last name
last name
visual: "email"
email
email
visual: "email address"
email
email
visual: "city"
city
city
visual: "city name"
lastname
city
visual: "city name" hidden:"name"
lastname
city
visual: "city name" hidden:"city name"
lastname
city
visual: "city name" hidden:"city"
lastname
city
visual: "name" hidden:"first_name"
lastname
first name
visual: "name" hidden:"first_name"
lastname
first name
visual: "city" hidden:" city city name"
city
city
Table 4.7: Comparison between RF method with FastText and KWSS
on different inputs
The table 4.7 shows the two methods on practical examples. The
ML method is too sensitive when 2 classes of labels are present in the
text whereas the KWSS is robust on all of the cases. The table highlights that the ML model is not as efficient as KWSS on simple cases
also when only one class is present. The reason is that the classes are
unbalanced so the ML algorithms overfit classes with the most occurrences (c.f figure 3.7).

Chapter 5
Discussion and conclusion
This chapter will resume the results obtain in the previous chapter and
the conclusions that can be drawn from them. Secondly, a discussion
about the future possible work and enhancement of the project will be
presented. Finally, this chapter ends with a global conclusion on the
project.

5.1

Discussion

The accuracy obtained by RF using FastText is sufficient regarding the
error in the data. The use of FastText guarantees a low dimensionality
and avoids the problem of vocabularies of Word2Vec. A limition of
FastText is the time needed to initialize the model and the space necessary. The initialization of the model can take minutes and the model
takes more than 10 giga octects of RAM.
Moreover, the project improves the method that fills web forms developed by Madumbo. This project is included in a bigger one that
aims to navigate through websites and trigger bugs. The whole project
is implemented in TypeScript whereas the ML code is in Python. Maintaining two languages is costly, the original idea was to use deep learning. A network trained in python can be exported and used with TensorFlow.js which is a javascript library.
The amount of data is not sufficient to ensure that the ML model
is stable. We found cases where the ML models do not classify simple
texts correctly. Furthermore, ML models confused close classes like
“first name”, “last name”, “surname” and “full name”. The form can
still be passed but the prediction is false.
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Future work

This project has been created from scratch during the last months with
a limit of time. Despite the limit of resources of computer power and
time, we aimed to reach a version of the project that can classify the
input in order to pass a web form. Directions for the future work and
improvement of currents techniques are explained below.
• The project only classifies 13 different classes. The future goal is
to increase this number. For example, the classes “street” can be
easily added to the label and detected by keywords.
• The technique from [36] can improve the detection of submissions. The authors propose to submit a wrong solution intentionally in order to detect the behavior of the form. This technique
helps us to detect error pages.
• The previous idea of intentionally submitting a wrong solution
gives us the idea of a new method: A classical pattern of the web
form is to display an error message when a form is not correctly
submitted. The detection of this message can give us more information on the input and the correctness of our prediction.
• The information contained in specific attributes can improve KWSS.
For example, some inputs have attributes “max”, “min” and “range”.
These attributes mean that a number should fill the box. Moreover, the attribute “regex” is used to check the input box value
by the web page. The attribute “regex” can be used to generate a
value which should be correct or directly check our prediction.
• Previously, we talked about the element label which is connected
to an input. The link between the object label and input is not
always trivial. Developers forgot to link the ID to objects. The
paper [37] gives a solution that finds the link between two objects
in HTML structure. The label gives crucial information because
it is a visual text.
• We automatically label the data using research of keywords and
the detection of submission. This method is not perfect, and few
data are mislabeled but the form still accepts the submission.
Data cleaning techniques [38] can be applied in order to find mislabeled data. This step helps reducing the error and overfitting.
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Moreover, most of the submissions were rejected due to one or
more fields being badly predicted. Data cleaning methods can
also be applied to detect the correct label input and mislabeled
data.
• The actual method does not detect the links between inputs. Indeed, a more in-depth analysis of the structure of a form should
be done. What type of input succeed after an input of type “first
name”? We think that this information can enhance the actual
method to predict the label of an input.
• The last improvement concerns the language used. The whole
project is written in TypeScript and JavaScript. The initial goal
was to develop a DL algorithm and use TensorFlow.js. The next
step is to have enough data to train DL models and export the
network.
This list gives us the direction to follow and points out the limits of
the actual result.

5.3

Conclusion

This project aimed to show that it is possible to use NLP methods to
classify input of a form. Our approach was to classify the input to
submit the form. The project is different from the literature by the fact
that we use hidden attributes to classify inputs and our real goal was
to access states behind forms. Moreover, we created an algorithm that
autonomously labels data from the web. This approach of detection
of submission to verify our prediction is entirely new. Also, KWSS
has better result than the method developed by Madumbo. We are
mitigated about the result obtained with ML methods. Our dataset
contains mislabeled inputs. Also, the lack of visual information and
the irrelevancies of the hidden attributes can lead to empty or pointless
texts. Unfortunately, the models trained are not robust when two types
of keywords are present. ML models fail sometimes to predict the class
of simple texts. The improvement made on keywords search is much
more stable than ML algorithms. Moreover, the pre-processing for ML
is too costly, and the code is written in Python. The result is satisfactory
but further improvements are necessary.
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Nowadays, the use of machine learning and deep learning is widely
spread but necessitates a large amount of data. A focus on the collection of the data is crucial. This thesis gives some ideas of reflexion and
improvement for future work.
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Appendix A
Websites and regexes used for
KWSS
List of websites:
• https://www.surveymonkey.com/user/sign-up/
• https://login.springer.com/public/gp/login
• https://link.springer.com/signup-login
• https://link.springer.com/signup-login
• https://www.google.com/
• https://www.airbnb.com/
• https://www.uber.com/a/join-new?
• https://auth.uber.com/login/?
• https://www.linkedin.com
• https://www.facebook.com/
• https://www.spotify.com/com/signup/
• https://www.ebay.com/
• https://login.aol.com/account/create?
• https://github.com/
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• https://www.dell.com/Identity/global/LoginOrRegister/
• https://secure.telegraph.co.uk/secure/registration/
• https://account.sonyentertainmentnetwork.com/liquid/reg/account/createaccount!input.action
• https://www.contentful.com/sign-up/
• https://www.powtoon.com/account/signup/
• https://www.paypal.com/welcome/signup/
• https://www.import.io/signup/
• https://www.hushmail.com/signup/trial/
• https://freshdesk.com/signup
• https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx19776
• https://www.campaignmonitor.com/signup/
• https://www.fastmail.com/signup/
List of regexes for each class:
• city: [’city’, ’ville’, ’village’, ’town’, ’municipality’]
• username: [’pseudo’, ’user.?id’, ’user.?name’]
• company: [’business’, ’organisation’, ’organization’, ’company’ ,
’company.?name’]
• zipcode: [’postal’, ’code’, ’postal.?code’, ’zip’, ’zip.?code’]
• first name: [ ’first.?name’]
• last name: [’lastname’, ’famil’, ’last.?name’, ’surname’, ’second.?name’]
• tel: [’phone’, ’telephone’, ’fax’, ’smartphon’, ’tel’, ’home.?tel’, ’work.?tel’]
• password: [’password’, ’pwd’, ’pass’]
• number: [’integer’, ’number’, ’numeric’, ’price’, ’qty’, ’quantit’]
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• day: [’day’, ’date.?d’, ’dd’]
• month: [’month’, ’m?date’, ’date.?m’, ’mm’],
• url: [’website’, ’url’, ’site’]
• email: [’email’, ’mail’, ’adress.?mail’, ’electronic?mail’]
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